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Campus school closure 'hard to understand
By CHRIS WARD
"At a time when the quality
of teacher education is such a
major concern, it's hard to
understand why something
would strike at the very heart
of this quality," Dr. Charles
Blair, head of Elementary and
Early Childhood Education
Dept. here,said of describing
the State Council of Higher
Education
of
Virginia
(SCHEV) proposal to end
state funding for Anthony
Seeger Campus School.
"We have earned a
reputation for preparing good
elementary and childhood
education teachers," Blair
said, adding that SCHEV's
proposal would endanger that
quality.
James Madison University,
now receives about $240,000 in

state funds for the operation of
Anthony Seeger. Without the
funds, according to some
sources, it will cost the
university another $125,000 to
run the school. This increase
would necessitate "a major
overhaul in the program,"
sources said.
Blair said that
Anthony Seeger should not
replace public schools to
provide practical learning
experience for JMU's student
teachers. The campus school
helps
"to monitor the
development and control the
situation better."
"The students are in a
situation where there is a lot
of communication between
the students and the faculty,"
Blair continued. "Here, we
can have the intense in-

volvement that the public
schools experience doesn't
afford the students."
At SCHEV, Assistant to the
Director Ralph Byers noted
that the state council's
proposals were "not actually
aimed at closing the school,"
but rather were to "increase
the across the board equity
throughout the state."
"We're
not
actually
recommending that Anthony
Seeger Campus School be
closed ," he said. "We're
actually recommending that
the school not be supported by
state funds."
Anthony Seeger is now
supported by special appropriations from the state
general fund. Two similar
schools operate at Longwood
College in Farmville, Va. and
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at Virginia State College in
Petersburg and along with
JMU's facility, are the only
remaining lab schools in the
state.
The SCHEV proposal calls
for an end to state funding to
Anthony Seeger after the 198182 school year and is the result

of a study begun by the council
six months ago.
The JMU Board of Visitors
may consider drafting a
resolution to request a SCHEV
reversal of its original
decision.
"Whether the school exists
(Continued on Page 5)

Photo by cnarm A. FOUO
VINCENT PRICE at JMU. See Folio features, page 10.

Monetary crisis sets back athletics
Various interpretations of Title DC cause confusion
By DAVID TEEL
Intercollegiate athletics is a business. The bottom
line reads dollar signs and at most institutions those
figures are red.
"Most athletic programs are an outlay," said
James Madison University Athletic Director Dean
Ehlers, "They don't make enough money to pay for
expenses.
"It's no secret that the students support the
program here with tuition and we're not alone. I'd
say 90 percent of the programs in the country are
not breaking even," Ehlers added.
Those schools that are making money are the
powers of college sport. The University of Michigan
and Ohio State University, for example, fill huge
stadiums to capacity and take in countless dollars
in television revenues. Unfortunately, a great
majority of colleges and universities are not in
similar situations.
WHY HAVE athletic programs become a
financial burden? The answer may be twofold.

has had a terrific impact. There seems to be no end
in sight as far as transportation and lodging increases go."
Ehlers concurred, adding, "Inflation has hurt our
program more than anything else. Figuring on an
inflation rate of 10 percent over the next five years,
we'll have to generate 50 percent more funds and I
just don't think we can make it."
The economy and inflation are simple matters
compared to the complications involved in Title DC.
The legislation is not strictly an athletics-oriented
bill; it pertains to aII of education. However, it is the
section regarding athletics that has received the
greatest amount of attention.
Inflation is certainly a factor; also, new in-"
terpretations of Title DC legislation regarding
equality in athletic opportunities offered to men and
women have produced complex budgetary
questions.
According to Director of Women's Athletics at
JMU Dr. Leotus Morrison, "The general economy

Disproportionate shares allotted;
female athletes receive less here
By DAVID TEEL
The James Madison University athletic budget for
academic year 1980-81 is more than $1.7 million. This
is approximately a 21 percent increase over last year.
Athletic scholarship allocations for the year 198081 at JMU show $318,350 for men and $99,000 for
women. The ratio is more than 3-1.
THE NUMBER of participants for 1980-81 cannot
yet be figured, but according to Morrison, figures
from last year would be valid because the growth
rate of participation has been approximately equal
for both sexes.
Applying the proportionality test to these figures,
$318,350 is distributed among 339 male athletes for
an average of $939 per student. Females divide
$99,000 among 263 athletes, equaling $376 per
student.
The numbers are far from equal.
An important qualifier of these figures is a

position adopted by the JMU Board of Visitors.
According to university spokeman Fred Hilton,
"the Board of Visitors has taken the position that
football is exempt from Title DC regulations."
As pointed out earlier, Harris' ruling eliminates
this exemption, even by NCAA standards.'
RECALCULATING WITH new figures still leaves
the women far short; their $376 remains stable
while the men's significantly drops to $590 per
athlete.
Technically, JMU is not in compliance with Title
DC regulations and risks cuts in federal aid by being
in violation. More than $40,000 would have to be
added in women's scholarships to meet the standards, assuming the Board of Visitors' policy is
upheld.
"I am personally satisfied with the situation
regarding women's athletics at JMU," Morrison

WHEN TITLE DC was first approved by Congress
in 1972, the National Collegiate Athletics
Association (NCAA) issued a position paper on
what it believed would be the consequences. "The
financial impact would be devestating for almost
every institution, large or small," the NCAA said.
According to Ehlers, this not the case at JMU.
"We are a growing program and the impact has
certainly not been devestating," he commented.
Where the confusion occurs regarding Title IX is
the interpretation of the legislation issued by the
now-defunct Department of Health, Education and
Welfare in Washington D.C. There have been three
such interpretations.
In regard to granting athletic scholarships, the
legislation itself says an institution must provide
"reasonable opportunity for such awards for
members of each sex in proportion to the number of
students of each sex particpating in ... in(Continued on Page 4)

Inside...
—See page 11 Folio review of the Jim Morrison
biography, "No One Here Gets Oat Alive."
—Defending state champion JMU loses Field
Hockey opener to Richmond, 3-1, see Sports, page
13.
—Find the secret motivations behind JMU's clubs
and activities, see Mark Jordan Legan commentary, page 19.
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41 elected to student senate
By CHRIS WARD
Forty one Student Government Association senate posts
were decided in this year's
SGA senate elections held
here Tuesday night, with two
posts slated for run-off
elections, according to SGA
legislative
vice-president
Mark Davison.
In all, 21 resident hall senate
pasts were decided, all 13 of
the commuter posts, all three
of the Greek posts, and all the
senate posts for Presidential
Apartments (formerly
Showalter), Belle Meade, and
Howard Johnsons. The only
two posts, those for White and
Dcenberry Halls were slated
for run-off elections last night
and tonight respectively.
"All the candidates were
eager,
enthusiastic,
and
willing to get involved,"
Davison said. "These elections were very successful."
Davison noted that, in
contrast to previous years,
there were more commuter
student senate candidates,
and the SGA was able to fill
both the Presidential Apartment senate posts, he said.
"This year, we had 19
candidates for 13 commuter
senate positions," he added.
"I know that doesn't sound
like much, but from the past,
it's good to see the competition."
However, Davison has
nothing but praise for this
year's crop of senators,
competition between candidates and high voter turnout
doesn't seem to be the rule

this year.
More specifically, in 13 of
the 23 resident hall senate
posts, candidates ran unopposed. Moreover, in the Greek
senate positions, less that 10
percent of Greek population
cast ballots, according to
Davison.
The problem, according to
Davison, may be lack of
communication.
Communication has been
bad," he said. "We've had a
problem filling all the seats.
We usually have to find people
to fill the seats largely
because they are unaware."
"The problem is that while
students are getting adjusted
early in the year, they just
don't pay attention to activities. And communication
is really slack off campus," he
continued. "But we were
really glad to see all the
commuter posts filled."
At least one candidate who
ran unoppposed, sophomore
Greg Prokopchak, who will
represent Howard Johnson's
this year, felt that the lack of
competition was "a cop our"
on the part of the students.
"Although I'm glad that I'm
a sesnator, I feel that it was a
cop out that more people
didn't run," Prokopchak, who
advocates
more
communication between Howard
Johnson's
residents
and
campus residents, said.
Davison aid qualify claims
of lack of competition by
noting that although 13 candidates did run unopposed,

some races had as many as
six candidates.
"That's true that 13 or 23
ran unopposed, but the
competition in other dorms
more than made up for that
lack," be said.
"In Eagle for example, we
had six girls run for two
positions."
Dcenberry, was the site of
competition between four
candidates. It is also the site
of a run off election slated for
Thursday night between last
uear's representative Charles
Bond and challenger Brian
Skate.
The other run-off election
was decided Wednesday night
between White Hall residents
Bob George and Lars Wiechman. The results were not
available
at
time
of
Dublication.
Other winners in this years
SGA senate elections were:
Cathy Cannon, Steve Doyle,
Stan Whitt, Jeffrey B. Alcott,
Mark T. Bowles, Lisa Clark,
Mike Clayton, David Hayes,
Joni Hunt, Mark A. Kline,
Doug Marshall, Jeffery D.
Rivkin, Jeff Rogers, Kirk
Salpini, Sajan K. Thomas,
Lynn Wessen, Thomas C.
Grella, Kym Layne, Jenny
Bond, Teri Lee Haan, Joy
Stergin, Wanda Sue Bull,
Leslie A. Davis, Teri Goriczynski,
Laura
Peterson,
Isabel
Cummings,
Scott
Morris, James L. Windsor Jr.,
Richard Horan, All Willner,
Ann-Hope Johnson.
Debi

I

Spielman, Joe Schneckenburger, Tom McKenzie, Cathy
Schulte, Kim Brooks, Douglas

W. Huston, iroo Mee Chung,
R.J. Conyers, and Gregory
Micheal Prokopchak.

"Happiness is a Clean Machine
HILLTOP HANDY WASH

>>

Your high pressure, hot soapy
water, car wash
Corner of Wolfe St.—Furnace Rd.
(Behind Market St. Exxon)

WERNER'S Party Package Store
915 South High St 434-6895
Michelob Light & Reg Super Prem.

2.49

Busch Premium By Budweiser Mt. Fresh
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Pabst Blue Ribbon Prem Quality 1844
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Crowded conditions
cause tripled rooms
By DEBBIE NORMAN
As in past years, more than
800 students are being housed
in tripled and quadrupled
rooms at James Madison
University.
This practice "has allowed
others to attend JMU who
normally couldn't because of
the lack of on-campus
housing," according to Lin
Rose, director of residence
halls and commuting student
serviw'.
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to other halls with doubled
rooms.
The 260
tripled
and
quadrupled rooms located in
Logan, Gifford, Wine-Price,
and Wayland Halls are
slightly larger that the
doubled complexes.
Some halls have housed
tripled
and
quadrupled
students for more than seven
years.
However, many students
have comolaiiu>d about the

'Privacy is not really all
that great of a problem/

v-

The move is one of several
undertaken by the university
in recent years to increase
JMU-operated housing accomodations for students.
These students, according
to Rose, requested multiroomates and were aware of
their housing status before
reporting to campus in early
September.
Individuals living in these
rooms will be allotted a 10
percent refund at the end of
the semester.
By second semester, some
students will have been moved

t

lack of privacy, closet space,
and small amounts of furniture.
"Living tripled is not so
great because there are only
two dressers and two closets"
said Craig Smith, a resident of
Gifford Hall.
However, students may
request additional furniture at
no cost to them, Rose said,
adding that most choose not to
add furniture because of
limited floor space.
The lack of privacy is one
major problem in living with
more than one roomate, ac-

Over 880 JMU students are being housed in tripled
and quadrupled rooms.
cording to several students tnree people, you can always
interviewed. However, many be sure something is going
have solved this problem by on," said Katherine O'Brien, a
working out a set schedule resident of Wayland Hall.
where each roomate has at
least one or two hours of
The use of lofts, however,
privacy each day.
aided tripled and quadrupled
"Privacy is not really all students in gaining additional
that great of a problem. With floor space.

"While
most of the
problems of being tripled and
quadrupled can be solved by a
few measures in companionship and in space
planning, the university still
regrets having to place
students in rooms with more
than one roomate," Rose said.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS:
.«!

MM***""'

TO KEEP THAT SUMMER TAN
VISIT THE SUNROOM

The Sun Room

\

Saw
INCLUDES:
- lender fish fillets fried to perfection
with Shoney's own special seasoning.
• Golden brown French fries, (or baked potato 5-Wpm)
• Toasted Grecian bread.
< Tartar sauce and lemon wedge.
SHONEY'S AU-yW-CAN'EAT BIGGER AND BETTER
SOUP N SALAD BAR!
Thank you for coming to...

ofiAtirif/o

SHONEYS

__ Village Fair Special OfferSi 0 off regular price of $40
for 20 visits- Present student ID
card for $10 discount.
Offer good til Sept. 30, 1980.
Court Square Village
51 Court Square
434-9469

ftJLL^
HWRCUTTEK
434-1010
Come to see the VILLAGE
PEOPLE
during
our
VILLAGE FAIR on Friday
and Saturday. Register for
our FREE PERM. HAIRCUT,
MANICURE AND MAKEUP
consultation. We are a full
service REDKEN shop offering discounts to students.
OPEN MON-THURS 8-8. FRI
& SAT 8-5.
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* Athletics
(Continued from Page 1)
tercollegiate athletics."
THEN HEW
Secretary
Weinberger told Congress the
legislation
required
"a
reasonable scholarship
assistance
program
for
women's
sports
without
requiring equal aggregate
expenditures or anything of
the kind."
However, in 1978 HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano
issued a new interpretation.
He initiated a per-capita
expenditure policy regarding
the award of
athletic
scholarships.
This meant that an institution had to award equal
scholarship money to both
sexes in proportion to the
number of participants in the
respective programs.
"It's like playing in a
baseball game and they
change the rules on you in the
seventh inning," Enters said.
One key area in this second
ruling is that a school will be
found in compliance if a
difference results from nondiscriminatory factors such
as "the nature or level of
competition of a particular
sport
or
programmatic
decisions concerning the

building of a team or total
program."
INTERPRETATION
number three was issued in
December 1979 by HEW
Secretary Patricia Harris.
This policy retains the ruling
on
proportionality
of
scholarship
awards
but
rejects
the
team-based
comparisons suggested above
by Califano.

January. It stated, "As a
result of the procedures
followed by HEW in issuing
the Policy Interpretation, it
not only does not have the
effect of a legislative rule, it
has no prescriptive effect
whatsoever."
THIS OPINION indicates
the NCAA does not require its

Non-discrLninatory factors
defined by the Harris interpretation are unequal
distribution due to differences
in out-of-state and in-state
tuitions at public institutions,
and reasonable professional
decisions regarding team
development which may
initially require spreading
scholarships over as much as
a full generation of student
athletes.

member
institutions
to
comply with Title IX.
However, enforcement power
does not rest with the NCAA,
but rather with the Office of

first interpretation was issued
in 1975, the NCAA didn't like it
because it was too vague and
they asked for specifics,"
Morrison said, "Now they

Civil Rights (OCR), a division
of the new Department of
Education

don't like the specifics."
The NCAA's case now is
being tested in court while

Morrison chastised the
NCAA for complaining about
the new ruling: "When the

OCR is investigating more
than 80 schools accused of
Title IX violations.

When you need some
notes at 3:00a.m.,,you find out
who your friends are.

This interpretation retains
the per-capita rule based on
proportionality of the number
it participants.
Squire,
Sanders
and
Dempsey, a Washington D.C.based law firm retained by the
NCAA, issued an analysis of
the new Title IX ruling in

Tte Bwfcj Stop
Ttw Purpl. tuilding On Th» Court Squw•
2 North Mom SI.. Horriionburg
Optn Thursday ami Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.
Open Daily 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M
Wt—fr Chore* and Vila

*

SWEATERS
FLANNELS
VELOURS
WESTERNS «• OXFORDS
..

Levi- LeeWrangler
Boot Cut Jeans
$12.98
Sizes 28 to 38
Sale Ends Sept20

CLOUD NINE

You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sure
sign that tomorrows test wiD
be heavy with questions from
chapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He's not going to like it, but he's
going to come through When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be Lowenbrau..

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

Posters
* * Fishnets
Beaded Curtains- Incense
• • •

SHANK BEVERAGE COMPANY
1350 Country Club Road
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

r

66 E Market St Downtown

Pho. 434-7829
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itCampus
outside the general guidelines
for state funding."
The loss of funding will only
make it more difficult to
provide the same level of
education that JMU has in the
past, according to Blair. j
"We realize that it fill
cause problems, but we will

(Continued from Page 1)
or not is entirely up to JMU,"
Byers went on.
"You should realize that
JMU and the other schools are
the only lab schools in the
state.
And
their
appropriations were made from
iPollcy #8f"

continue to attempt to provide
the best . educational experiences we can," he said.
"You can't deal as readily
with the lab setting in public
schools. It's certainly more
difficult to replicate those
conditions and experiences.
For the students, the loss of

funds and the possible closing
of Anthony Seeger could cause
problems. But some students
aren't intimidated.
Freshman Carioline Benson, an Early Childhood
education major is one JMU
student affected by SCHEV
proposals.

The Trade ki
Trade Up

Loudspeaker
Poky

.

* Women

A year ago, we announced our Trado-ln, Trsda-U
-Up Loudspeaker Policy—and tha response hat baan overwhelming! Only at Harvey's can you buy a pair of name brand
loud speakers for your home, use tham free for up to a
year, and bring tham back In their original condition Including box, warranty card, sales slip and manual, and
get all.your money back toward tha purchase pries of a
pair that's at least double the price... We cell it the amazing Trade-In/Trade-Up. But after you've used a pair of
speakers free for up to a year, you'll simply call It amazing! Only at Harvey's can you alto get the BEST selection
of lop name brand speakers — at a very special price this
weekendl

DVEVT
ADVENT4
speaker
• Newest speaker from Advent!
• Deluxe, 2-way bookshelf design
• Clean, accurate sound, exceptional
responsel
List $99.95

.INFINITY
1500

n

Speaker

EPI100V
speaker
• Consistently "Best Rated")
• 2-way, set stendard tor bookshelf
speekers
• Get greet "Linear" sound
List $120

•Our best selling speaker!
•Tuned port tor exceptional
efficiency and response.
•Infinity's newest speaker

80

List
$149
ea

ONLY

ONLY

ea.

ONLY

MOBILE
FIDELITY
RECORDS
original
master
recordings.

Infinity RS,

speaker
2-way speeker
Used Infinity's femous Emit tweeter tor
extremely accurate response
Attractive reel oak veneer cabinet

• One of JBL-e flneet speakers
• 3-way speeker, 12" woofer
• More sound for less moneyl
Reg. $350 Save $200/palr

(limilad availability

ONLY

ee.

Chooaa from tha MM* such ••:
Pink Floyd. "Dark Sida of Uia Moon"
Tha Baitloa, "Abbey Rood"
Eric Clapton "Slow Hand"

ONLY

$
ea

ONLY

THE FUTURE of intercollegiate athletics
is
clouded and, according to
Ehlers, "The sooner we do
something, the better off we'll
be.
"I personally would favor
the elimination of athletic
scholarships if all other
schools would do it," Ehlers
said, "I'd just award aid on
the basis of need."
According to Ehlers, JMU
consistently has voted this
position at athletic conventions.
"With everyone else giving
out scholarships, we
are
forced to award them to
remain competitive. It's the
old disease of keeping up with
the Jones'. It's crazy." Ehlers
said.

14.99

The Force is witiiUs.
OLD WORLD

And Mora...com* In fw • damonatration'

$

(Continued from Page l)
said, "there will be
an interim period before we
meet Title DC regulations."
Morrison added, "We can't
just go out and give
scholarships away; we don't
Sve scholarships unless we
ilieve the athlete will improve our program."
Both Morrison and Ehlers
believe JMU would be given a
grace period to comply with
Title DC given the above explanation.

SI

• Far superior to everege records
• Longer-laatlng, really sound better
• Oniy the best, "beet sellers" chosen
for this outstanding process!

JBLL50
speaker

^Infinity
|»
[•
I
•

ea

FLHtwoWTw7
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"I don't think it's a good
idea to close the school, but
I'm not going to change my
major because of it," she said.
"I'm sure that there is some
way to raise funds to keep it
open."
Like
other
freshman
students, Benson came to
JMU on a recommendation
from students who have
graduated from the education
department here.
Sharon Bower, a senior
education major, noted that
Anthony Seeger provides a
special
opportunity
for
education majors. "I think the
school should be kept It offers
an opportunity to go into the
classroom and be with
children, that's an important
part
of the
education
process," she said.
"We don't have enough
opportunity in the public
schools while the campus
school offers that opportunity

ee.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
NEW WORLD
DEALERSHIP.
OUT OF THIS WORLD
PRICE-SHIP
Call for a quote.

MOTOBECANE
CHARLOTTESVU.Lt
N W.no Barracka Rd. Shop. Clt

293-7141
Albamarla Squara
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HARRISONBURG
Rotting Hint Shop. Clr
(703| all-IMS
'
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BCKUS-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE
mi H»M Hoti mt*••* fs«if

FREE 5-YEAR WARRANTY ON MOST HOME AUDIO COMPONENTS

Layaways Accepted!

454-5151
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-Announcements
Alpha Epsilon Rho

Car Wash
Overdue book notices will be
sent regularly from Madison
Memorial Library. The fee is
waived if the book is returned
within three days, on the
fourth day the fine is $1 and
$.25 is added for each additional day up to the
maximum $5 per book. After
thirty days, a bill will be
issued through the Student
Accounts Office. Lost book fee
is $15 or the book's cost plus
any fine up to the time it was
lost.

Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
National Broadcast Honorary
Society, is conducting a
membership drive open to
Radio-TV-Film
students
within the Department of
Communication. Arts. Majors
must have achieved at least a
sophomore standing; have
completed at least three hours
of a broadcasting course
(excluding core courses);
have at least a 3.0 G.P.A in
broadcasting classes and a 2.0
overall G.PA.
Applications can be picked
up at WMRA, Burruss Hall,
and at the Television Film
Center. Deadline for applications is Oct. 3. For further information
contact
Jennifer Babcock at WMRA
or in care of Alpha Epsilon
Rho, P.O. Box 4174.

A car wash sponsored by the
Frances
Sale
Home
Economics Club will be held
Sept. 27 from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at
Krogers across from Valley
Mall

Women's Track
An organizational team
meeting for Women's track
and field will be held Sept 22
at 5 p.m. in Godwin 205.

Chrysalis

P.E. Majors

Anyone
interested
in
working on Chrysalis, JMU's
literary-art magazine should
mail name, box and phone
number
to' Box
4112.

CCM Picnic

The Mercury Club will meet
Sept. 23 at 6:30 p.m. in Godwin
344. Elections will be held and
all P.E. majors are invited.

All education majors interested in applying for Kappa
Delta Pi Honor Society should
send name and box number to
Box 2606 for requirements and
applications.

Nsan: It Csfftss St.
11:00«fl-9:30ft«

Ssn fhtin
11:00sn40:30s«i

FriSs*

The Russian film "Andrei
Rublef" will be shown Sept. 24
at 2 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall.
Admission is free and there
are
subtitles.

A kickoff meeting of the
Slavic Studies Club will be
held Sept. 23 at 5:30 p.m. in
Keezell 104. Anyone interested
is
invited.

The Math Club's annual fall
picnic will be Sept. 22 at 4:30
p.m. at the University Farm.
See any Math Club member
for advance tickets or buy
them at the entrance. Beer
will be $2 and a door prize will
be given. Math Club, Physics
Club and Pi Mu members,
faculty members or anyone
who has completed Math 235 is
invited.

Readers are needed for
visually handicapped
students. If interested, please
call the Counseling and
Student Development Center
at 6552. Payment will be made
for these services.

Foreign Film

GLOP Divers is planning a
nip to Virginia Beach on Oct.
18 to dive on offshore reefs and
wrecks. Unlimited diving and
beer for $28. Call 433-8836 or
433-2177
for
details.

CHECK THESE
NEW RELEASES

A biology seminar will be
held Sept. 23 at 4 p.m. in
Burruss 212. Speaker is Dr.
Samuel Love of BowmanGrey
Medical
School.

All announcements should tot typtd
doublrspaced and brought to The
Breeze announcement box In ma
basement of Wine Price. Please specify
In what issue dates the announcement
should run. The deadline for announcements In the Friday Issue Is noon
Tuesday and for the Tuesday issue is
noon Friday. Armouncments will not be
accepted by phone.

Students don't forget your ID
is good lor . 15* diecoant
on all regular price orders.

We are something else."

THE CHRISTIAN AND
MISSIONARY
ALLIANCE
CHURCH

Welcomes you to"
the Sunday Worship Service
11:00am—noon at VFM Post
632— Waterman Dr. for more
information or a ride to
church, please call 434—2590.
This Sunday's sermon "Uncommon Sense" by Pastor
Glen Bayly.

IWestern Steer

ALIVE

A UDIO- VTSIONS

TIME SQUARE
SOUNDTRACK
JONI MITCHELL
SHADOWS AND LIGHT
And Many More

#

• •

Mon-Wed

Thur-Fri 10-9

10-6

Sat 10-6

mmmmm+mm

Students interested in applying for Who's Who in
American
Colleges
and
Universities should pick up
application forms in the
Assoc. Dean of Students'
office, Alumnae 106, if they
have not received an application in the mail. Applicants must be graduating in
Dec. 1960 or May or Aug. 1961
and have earned at least 90
credit hours with at least a 3.0
GPA

Biology Seminar

Green Valley Auction Barn—
2 miles east of Mt Crawford,Va. 1-61, Exit 61. Signs
Posted. 75,000 Books and
Magazines for sale. Sept. 20
and 21 NEW BOOKS only.
Sept. 27 New Books, old books,
old magazines. We have one of
the best selections of new
books anywhere at absolutely
the best prices around. Call
434—6849 tor more info.

KANSAS

Readers Needed

Slavic Studies

Math Club

KENNY LOGGINS

Who'* Who

Scuba Divers

Education Majors

Catholic Campus Ministry is
sponsoring a picnic Sept. 21
from 1-5 p.m. at Hillendale
Park
Shelter
9.
Transportation will be provided at
Wilson at 12:45 p.m. Everyone
is
invited.

Sat. Sept. 20
9 amSpirt)
Sun. Sept.21
noonSpm
Sat. Sept. 27
9am-5pm

Library Fine Policy

m^

v

Family

STEAKH0USE
U.S. 33 East - 434-5775
Open 7 days a week - 11 a.m. lOp.m
Monday's
2 for 1 Chopped Sirloin
$2.99
'Tuesday's 2 for 1 Ribeyes $5.291
[Wednesday's Sirloin Tips

$1.9$|

Thursday's
2 for 1 New York Strips
Friday's Sirloin Filet

$4.99

Saturday's Filet Mignon
Sunday's 2 for 1 Ribeyes

$2.99
$4.69|
$5.291

SAVE
SAVE
Quarter Pound Pound Cheeseburger
& 42 Item Salad Bar
Reg. $2.59
WITH COUPON ONLY $1.99
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Reagan renting a farm in Virginia

GOP candidate speaks at state gathering
By CONNIE BILLMYER
"I don't tell jokes about
anyone
anymore,"
said
Ronald Reagan Saturday in
his remarks to more than 4,500
Republicans gathered at the
Fourth Annual Atoka Country
Supper in Middleburg, Va.
Reagan may have resolved
not to joke about anyone, but
apparently that did not include Jimmy Carter.
Reagan
compared
the
Carter administration to a
lawyer who flails his arms and
makes a lot of show, but while
trying to blame someone else
for his problems.
"Jimmy Carter should get
some credit since he is doing
the best he can," Reagan said,
adding,
"—that's
our
problem:"

As Reagan arrived, "Buck
Ryan and the Country
Wildcats" of Stephens City,
Va., played "Carry Me Back
to Old Virginia," which
seemed very appropriate,
even though it was not preplanned.
BESIDES COMMENTING
on the Carter administration,

After his brief words to the
Republicans, Reagan hurried
off to Washington to address
an Italian-American dinner.
He arrived 45 minutes late due
to a change in plans by
President Carter, who also
was scheduled to address the
same event.
Presently, Reagan is renting a farm near one owned by

Carter administration only a show,
like a lawyer flailing his arms _
Reagan
praised
the
Republican party, stating that
he had never seen party
members as excited as they
were at "Atoka."

Senator John Warner in
Middleburg, Va.
Warner and his wife
Elizabeth Taylor Warner
played host to several other
political guests at "Atoka"

-A&P
Chicken legs

AT 3:39 P.M., the Warners
entered
their
backyard
bandstand, welcomed the
crowd, then asked the band to
play their favorite song,
"Take Me Home Country
Road."
With some coaching from
the crowd, the Warners sang
along, even though Mrs.
Warner said in an aside to her
husband, "I don't know it."

FOOD STORES OF VIRGINIA

.79 lb.

A 8B P Chilled Orange Juice
1/2 gal. .99
A & P Apple Juice
2 for 1.00

1050 South Main St.
Harrisonburg. Virginia

FEATURING
Beer
^-vRoft Drinks
Wine
Health and Beauty Aids
Groceries]
Sunglasses
Snacks
Wats
Kegs
Ice Cream
Ice
Cigarettes
Submarines Film and Developing
Eggs
Keys Made
Popcorn
Gas and Oil
Pizza .
JEresJi Dnnuts

Morton Pot Pies, 8 oz.
3 for 1.00
Red Delicious Apples
3 1b. bag .98
Busch Natural Lite
6/ 12 oz. 1.89
RC or Diet Rite Cola
8/ 12 oz. 1.29
plus deposit
Busch Premium Beer
'
6/12 oz. 1.89
TV

Candy & Gum
Socks
Parity Hose
Magazines & 3ooks
Newspapers
Pmball
Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Cocktail Mix

Weekend Special
Canadian Ace 1/2 gal $1.89
Molson
$2.99

Ann Page Tomato Soup
10 1/2 oz. 5 for 1.00

-

DALTON COMMENTED on
the history of the "Atoka"
suppers. The first was held in
1977 when Dalton was running
fo- Governor, and ticket
prices have remained the
same for the event's threeyear duration, at $25.
Dalton said that on the same
night as the first "Atoka"
supper, the Democrats held a
$1,000 per plate dinner for
Jimmy Carter. However, the
Democrats made $40,000 and
the "Atoka" netted $48,000,
Dalton said.
Coleman, an unofficial

candidate
for
Virginia
Governor in 1961, followed
Reagan's lead and joked
about Carter.
"The trouble with Billy
Carter is that he speaks before
he thinks; the trouble with
Jimmy Carter is that he
speaks after he thinks. . ."
Coleman said. "Jimmy Carter
has a wish to be born again—
and this time, by himself".

STOP-IN

Gwaltney All Meat Bologna

■

Saturday, including Gov. John
Dalton, Virginia Attorney
General J. Marshall Coleman,
and eighth and tenth district
Congressional
candidates,
Stan Parris and Frank Wolfe.

FllpPSliS
features:

* Solid State pinballs
*Pool
* Exciting video games * Foosball
CUT OUT THIS AD FOR 2 FREE GAMES OFPINBALL
OR 2 FREE GAMES ON OUR VIDEO GAMES.
limit 2 coupons per day, per person
Expires Oct. 2, 1980

82 S. Main St.
HOURS
Mon - Thurs 10:0Q am - 11:00 pm
Fri & Sat 10:00 am- 1:00 am
Sun 1:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Commuters allowed to waive utility deposits
The program has a high rate of collection

By JULIE WILBER
Security
deposits
for
utilities can cost a commuter
student as much as $200, but
through a program here at
James Madison University,
some students are exempt.
By paying a non-refundable
$10 fee, students may participate in the Utility Deposit
Assistance Program (UDAP),
a service which, in essence,
pays the deposits for its
student members, according
to Chris Janosik, associate

director of residence halls and
commuting student services.
"Essentially,
UDAP is
underwriting deposits for
commuters," Janosik said.
The
program
includes
VEPCO, Shenandoah Valley
Electric Cooperative,
Harrisonburg Electric
Commission, Columbia Gas of
Virginia and Shenandoah
Sewage.
Not only does the program
permit a $150 to $200 savings
to students, but also "frees the

Ukntys Cuts
Professional Hair Stylist

/

268 Newman Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA

434-2282

8 blocks north on Mason St.
.

ART STUDENTS

'/

Come to

VALLEY BOOKS

'

and SAVE!!
'

We give art students (with College
I.D.) 10% off any purchase of $3.00
or more of art supplies
./

VALLEY BOOKS
DOWNTOWN ,HARRISONBURG
— ON COURT SQUARE
Open daily 9 to 5:30,
Thurs & Fri 9 to 9
Phone 433-2421

'

/\

j The Film Club j
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The Film Club announces its
Fall schedule of club meetings
and discussions.
These
meetings will also include
original films done by
students and faculty of JMU.
The f rst meeting will be in
Room B of WUU on:

/
V
/
\
/
V
/
\

A
f
I
(
1

The first meeting will be in
Room B of WUU on: September 21 after Modern Times
and feature the films of
Charles Webb.

\
#
\
/
V

On October 19
after The Palm Beach Story
and will feature the films of
Dr. Ralph Cohen.
And on
November 16 after Bedaueled
the films of Matt Janes. Plus,
free admission to three Friday
night special presentations at
the Roth's 1-2-3. For further
information contact Matt
Janes, P.O. 2289 or come to
the Sunday night meeting.

V
1
V
J
\
/
\
/
\
f
|
f
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utility
from
extensive
bookkeeping," Janosik noted.
"WE WILL ALSO reimburse the utility for any unpaid bill," Janosik said. "The
deposit program becomes the
collector."
The utility is responsible for
collecting on an unpaid
student bill for the first 60
days after it is sent. Then the
utility contacts JMU, which
pays for the bill.
"This does not relieve
students of the responsibility

ol paying bills," Janosik said.
The UDAP sends as many as
three letters to a student with
an outstanding bill. If there is
no response after the third
letter, the university places a
hold on transcripts and other
records, until a collection
agent is contacted, he explained.

so we expect students to
respond in a quick fashion."

THE PROGRAM has had a
"high rate of collection, so
far," Janosik said. Only 12
outstanding bills from last
year have been forwarded to
September.
"In most instances, it's a
case of having forgotten to
The steps taken by the pay the bill before leaving
Janosik
said.
UDAP to collect a bill takes school,"
"People
are
surprised
to
hear
about two weeks, Janosik
said. "The bill will already be from us, but we've continued
outstanding for two months, to have a good response."

UPB EVENTS
temptingly tasteful comedy for adults who can count
BLAKE
EDWARDS'

TO"
Starring

BO
DEREK
R RESTRICTED^
m* u ttmm Kt**M*r>"| hm\ v M«n

JAMES BOND FESTIVAL

CU<4M

GOLDFINGER Sept 23 7:30, 10:00

Friday September 19 7:30, 10:00
Saturday September 20 2:00, 7:30, 10:00
$1.25 w/ID $1.75 guest G/S Theater

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
September 24 7:30, 10:00

Don't Miss Sean Connery as 007!

TRIPS
THE BEST OF EUROPE IS YOURS
FOR A DAY WHEN YOU VISIT
THE OLD COUNTRY,
IBUSCH GARDENS WILLIAMSBURG
Sunday September 21
Bus leaves Godwin Hall 7 am returns 11 pm
$15.00
stop by UPB office and sign up

CONCERT
"Let It All Begin"
September 22 with

OAK
Don't Miss This Exciting
Southern Rock Band!!
Wilson Hall
8:oo pm
$1.00
Buy Your Tickets Now
at UPB Office

JMU vs VA TECH
Don't Miss the
Exciting Football Game!!
UPB/SGA are sponsoring a trip to the
game for only $10.00
Bus leaves
Godwin Hall at 9:30 am Sept 27

BALT ORIOLES vs BOSTON
Game Ticket & Transportation $12.00
Sept 23 Leave Godwin Lot at 2 pm Tuesday
Sign up and pay at UPB office

■f.
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Vincent Price

From Wilson to Wine-Price, he wows JMU audience

By TRICIA FISCHETTI
Although primarily known
for his film roles as dastardly
villains, Vincent Price is also
an avid art collector. He
stresses, however, that he
considers art to be "anything
and everything," including
movies.
Price, who has lectured at
350 American colleges, was at
James Madison University
Monday and Tuesday where
he made himself quite accessible to students. Prior to
his lecture Tuesday night in
Wilson Hall, he spoke to
several groups of students
about his varied interests. He
also was in the Warren
University Union Tuesday
afternoon to meet and talk
with students.
IN LA TIMER SCHAFFER
Theatre Monday Price spoke
to an audience of mostly art
students and faculty members
about art.
"Art is everyday life,"
Price said. "But it does take
an enormous amount of effort
to understand art. You can't
just sit there."
Price, his 6'4" frame clad in
a grey checked sports jacket
and dark trousers, spoke
without the aid of notes.
"There is an enormous
vitality about the arts that
makes it all exciting," he said.

His life as an actor has
enabled him to travel and
observe art in other countries,
Price said. He added though,
that America is the frontrunner in tha art world.
"Europe is the mother
country for many of us, but in
Europe they tell me that their
inspiration is from American
art.
"WE HAVE taken on the
mantel of the great artistic
nation of the world."
The distinguished actor said
he had been a collector of art
all his life. His collection
began with a Rembrandt
etching he bought when he
was 12-years-old. "It really
blew my mind," he said. "I
put down $5 from my grandmother and paid $.50 a month
for the rest. No tuition in any
college paid off more than that
$37.50. My committment to art
was made."
Although Price has some
valuable pices of art in his
collection, he said he has
never bought art that he
couldn't afford or didn't like.
The masterpieces he owns he
bought when the artist was
relatively unknown.
"I've never had the money
or the inclination to own a
masterpiece," he said, adding
that he hopes the trend toward
"snobbery" in art collecting

will soon end.
"THE TASTE of collecting
changes all the time," Price
said. "But now it's basically
monetary."
The real art in America
today is on the college campuses, according to Price.
"Half of my collection is from
student artists or faculty. It's
terribly exciting to be part of a
college audience."
In Wine-Price Building
Monday afternoon, Price
spoke to students about his
other art interest—acting.
Price decided to become an
actor when he was in high
school. "But when you're in
St. Louis, Mo., how the hell do
you become an actor?" he
asked. "I just went to every
play or film I could go to."
MOST POPULAR actors
today do not extend themselves in their art, according
to Price. "They should share
their talent by bringing it to
the people, instead of just
sitting there—rich. The arts
aren't made for •laziness."
Price, who hasn't made a
movie in five years, said he
has recently been offered
scripts that are carbon copies
of each other. "I'm not going
to do a film until I find one that
is fun and challenging," he
said.
Instead of taking these
unwanted roles, Price has
"taken himself to the public"
and has been starring for the
past two years in a stage
tribute to Oscar Wilde in
Austrailia.
OFTEN STEREOTYPED
as the horror film villain in the
public's eye, Price said that
many of today's horror films
are "downright bloody and
done only for violence's
sake."
"There's not much to
them," Price said, using the
popular recent movie "Friday
the 13th" as an example,
"especially for me, since I
know it's all raspberry jam."
Price, who said he is a
"little over 50 percent
satisfied With the work he has
done as an actor," mentioned
the films "Theater of Blood"

Photo by Charln A. Fatio

and "House of Wax" as two of
his favorite horror roles.
"The only defense I have of
the films I made is that they
were funny," Price said.
"Today's are just violence."
ALTHOUGH HE has had to
make some sacrifices in his
personal life, Price said that
being an actor is a marvelous
challenge.
"The challenge is keeping
alive in the public eye," he
said. "To stay alive, you do
some bad shows, some game
shows or some talk shows.
You do anything to stay alive.
So, don't knock the any of
them."

A veteran of hundreds of
television shows, Price said
television is "a collosal bore."

"TELEVISION COULD be
the greatest educator in the
world, he said, "but it has
flunked."
Advice Vincent Price gives
to hopeful artists of any
nature is "to be open-minded
and curious."
"There are two things I pride
myself on at my great age (He
is 69). I will not shut anying
out until I prove that I don't
want it or it doesn't want me.
You don't do arts on the side."

Wilson Hall performance excellent
By MARK SUTTON
His manner was casual and relaxed, as if he
had been here several times before and was
comfortable with all of us. Vincent Price stood
onstage in Wilson Hall before an audience
which overflowed into the aisles to deliver his
presentation "The Villians Still Pursue Me,"
rather like Grandpa would tell a story to the
kids at night.

Photo by Mike Blovint

VINCENT PRICE visited JMU on Monday and Tuesday as part of
the Fine Arts Series. ABOVE: Price, in his Wilson Hall presentation Tuesday night, practices looking villianous. ABOVE
RIGHT: Making a point during his discussion with students in the
Wine-Price auditorium Monday.

Except Grandpa doesn't quote from
Shakespeare's "Richard III" or deliver his
lines with the expertise of a seasoned
comedian. From the start, Price was in total
control of the crowd which had jammed in to
see him. His 25 years of speaking before
college audiences were plainly evident, as he
hit on topics appealing both to college fresh-

men and to those who hadn't seen a dorm room
in over than 20 years.
Reading a passage from Shaw's "Don Juan
in Hell," Price delivered the famous line that
"the Devil is a gentleman." He said that the
villian in the dramatic arts is the one we
always follow and is the most human of all the
characters.
Price said that coming to James Madison
University was a "really joyous expierence."
Waving an example, he said that the greatest
thrill was that somebody had printed bogus
tickets to his performance. Price's bantering
manner and brilliant readings produced what
few get for their Broadway performances,
much less JMU lectures— two standing
ovations.
He desered them both, and more.
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For concerts:

UPB: location both asset and liability

By MIKE
IE SHUTTY
It's concert night: huge
walls of flat-black speaker
cabinets stand erect like
ominous totems marking each
corner of the stage. Looming
overhead,
the crisscross
configurations of multicolored
lights hang from the rafters on
large silvery beams, tangled
in a jumbled mass of thick
wires.
On stage, amidst the
scattered cables and amplifiers, a handful of longhaired roadies rush around in
infinite chaos, only stopping
occasionally to sip a drink
from a paper bag or iust to
stare out at the roving hoards
of JMU students before them.
Anticipation lingers heavily
in the air; everyone waiting
for that one moment... when
suddenly the room plunges
into darkness, and a sweeping
hush silences the crowd for
that brief, uncertain instant,
only to erupt spontaneously
into a thunderous scream of

promo sheets, glossy
jdossv album
pictorials, outdated stage
passes: indeed, it takes only
one glance to realize the
pathology that UPB must
contend with.
UPB has come a long way
since the early days when
JMU only had the 'Big
Weekend Committee' which at
best would only schedule three
or four shows a year. In recent
years UPB has established
itself with an admirable
concert record for an institution of this size.

MAINTAINING a wide
range of musical events and
satisfying a diverse student
body, however, is not an easy
task. The 'getting of a band'
depends upon many things.
One of the many elements
that
influences
the
availability of bands are those
crisp, green leaflets known
otherwise as money. Quite
simply, big bands cost big
bucks, and although UPB has

'Being a good host is very important*
excitement- the transcendent
trip into musical-fantasyland
begins.
As the world around you
becomes consumed by the
concert
experience,
you
wonder how all this magic has
come about. Students iust buy
the tickets and take the ride,
but someone had to arrange
all this raving madness—this
is the function of the
University Program Board.

a fairly lucrative budget,
these type shows usually are
not feasible.
"We've tried to-;be really
flexible about our concert
budget; we put a lot of money
into it," Weaver said. "We try
to do some free shows, some
inexpensive shows, and a few
big shows; and of course,
much of this depends on how
much we pay and how much
revenue we get back in.

MEET JERRY Weaver; he
is the typical schizophreniclike program director. The
sypmtoms
clearly
are
evident: rushing about his
glass enclosure, a telephone
receiver dangling from one
hand, a crumpled ball of
papers in the other, and a line
of. junior UPB staffers
parading behind him.
His desk resembles a
haphazard collage of Rolling
Stone cutouts: coffee-stained

"MAINLY WE try to look at
a band and determine what
kind of value the band has in
this area—what kind of
drawing interest it has here on
campus. We use this as a kind
of guideline as far as the
amount of money we pay for a
band," Weaver explained. "A
lot of bands aren't very
flexible in their pricing, but
some are, especially bands
that are very regional where
the agencies are willing to

«riv* you
v«i a» price
nri»o break
I-..L. if
;* the
*Kgive
band hasn't been heard in
your area," he added.
"For example, we were
working on George Thorogood
for awhile, and at a lot of
places Thorogood goes for
$10,000 guaranteed right off.
But since this area is not as
good as say Washington D.C.,
they said they might consider
a lot less if the routing was
right" he added.
This illuminates another
important consideration in
determining whether or not a
band will be available;
namely, its touring schedule
with respect to JMU's
location. Being nestled in the
Shenandoah valley can be
both an asset and a liablitiy to
JMU, depending on the
rigidity of a band's schedule.

"MUCH DEPENDS on What
kind of dates a band has
scheduled and in what time
frame; also it depends on
whether or not they can
support the cost of the show by
giving us a lower price/'
Weaver pointed out. "We are
lucky in a way because we're
120 miles from Washington,
Richmond and Roanoke. And
Charlottesville has a mountain between them and us, so
there are no conflicting
events."
Since contracting big acts is
costly and difficult to arrange,
UPB has recently tried to
focus its* attention on some
newer bands which are in the
process of creating a name for
themselves in the recording
studio. Many of these smaller
bands are showcased at music
conventions where schools
can put in offers. From these
offers the bands arrange a
rigid schedule of six shows a
week for a month, thus being
able to play at a lower price.
"EVERYONE ASKS for the
top groups, and if we can get
them, obviously we're going to
get them," Weaver emphasized. "Some student
requests are impossible, but if

W

they look realistically at what
we can do and instead of
picking the top two, go down
and pick some others that
you've heard and liked, then
from that standpoint, it helps
us provide better programming," he explained.
Weaver added that the
concert committee surveys
students bi-annually "and this
is very helpful in finding out
where the interest lies."
_ Once all the phone calls are
made and the schedule is
finalized, UPB's job still is not
completed, for it is their
responsibility also to maintain
the welfare of the band and its
crew. This is most important,
especially if JMU expects to
sponsor them again.
"BEING A GOOD host is
very important when you
consider the possibility of

securing future
shows,"
Weaver stressed. "In fact,
many road managers are out
for hire;
he
basically
freelances with bands that are
currently on the road. And if
he comes in here and has a
good experience and then gets
an offer from another band
about to go on the road he'll
go, 'hey, that's a good school,
the concert ball is nice, the
people are nice—they treat
groups well'. It all goes a long
way, and it has rewarded us
many times in the past,"
Weaver explained.
Indeed, staging a concert
can be an exhaustive process,
but it's all worthwhile—from
that first sustaining chord to
the final deafening applause
when thousands of sweaty
participants enjoy a night of
musical stimulation, and that
is what it is all about

Jim Morrison lives once again
in best selling rock Vi' roll bio
By BRYAN POWELL
He was perhaps the least understood performer of the colorful rock and roll era. He
took audiences to great musical heights; and
he spat at them long before punk made it
fashionable. He was at once a published poet
and an alcoholic; a graduate of UCLA's film
school and a hippie from Venice, California
who experienced some 250 LSD trips in the
middle sixties.
In a period of less than four years, he made
such a devastating impact, on the American
public that nearly 10 years after his death in
1971, his music is as popular as ever.
Now, for the first time, the incredible tale of
the life of the "Lizard King," Jim Morrison,
has been told. No One Here Gets Out Alive is
the biography of the late lead singer of the
Doors, as told by Rolling Stone correspondent
Jerry Hopkins and Doors confidant and aide
Daniel Sugarman.
Late this summer, the biography reached
the number one position on the New York
Times paperback chart the first time that a
rock 'n' roll biography has ever reached such a
pinnacle.
THE REASONS for the book's success are
clear. First, it is very well written. The
writers' styles combine to make the book informal and descriptive, giving the reader the
distinct impression of "being there." The

language is a major reason for this feeling of
informality; the authors do not hesitate to say
what needs to be said.
Secondly, the amount of research which
proceeded the writing of the book is absolutely
staggering. Among those interviewed were the
surviving Doors members (keyboardist Ray
Manzarek, guitarist Robby Kreiger, and
drummer John Densmoro) and their entire
entourage (producers, directors, etc), family,
old girlfriends, high school and college buddies, professors, concert promoters, fans,
aquaintances, enemies..the list is endless; the
research thorough and exhaustive.
Collecting the required information led
Hopkins all over Europe and the United States.
The resulting effect is that the reader will soon
feel as though he has known Jim Morrison as a
lifelong friend—the presentation of his life is
that complete.
The third and most crucial reason for the
book's success is the subject matter itself. Jim
Morrison was a powerful, magnetic character
in life and remains a legendary, somewhat
mythical figure in death. The book, however,
transcends the obvious and the legendary and
reveals a complex, troubled, multidimensional character.
MORRISON WAS obsessed with the extremes of society.
(Continued on Page 12)

* Morrison
(Continued from Page 11)
He found little interest in the
ordinary, commonplace occurences of life. He loved to
test people; their limits, their
reactions, and their beliefs. It
was this taste for the extreme,
along with his incessant
preoccupation with death
which made him a unique,
intriguing character.
Below is one example of
Morrison's peculiarities, a
verse from a song on the
Doors' first album, entitled
"The End," which began as a
story of faded love and
developed into an exercise in
Oedipal
madness
(the
climactic verses from which,
quite frankly, can't be printed
here).
This is the end, beautiful
friend
This is the end, my only
friend, the end
It hurts to set you free
But you'll never follow me
The end of laughter, and soft
lies
The end of nights we tried to
die
This is the end.
WHILE MORRISON
became known as the extravagant lead singer-lyricist
for the Doors, he also was
deeply involved in poetry, film
and theatre. He was the key to
the Doors, the group which
rose to fame with the release
of its classic 1967 hit single,
"Light My Fire," and went on
to become one of the
supergroups of the troubled,
socially-conscious drug era.
Morrison's lyrics were a
marvelous compliment to the
hypnotic keyboard work of
Manzarek. A wealth of lyrics
and poems are featured in the

book (which took its title from
a line in the song, "Five To
One," (a verse of which is
featured below):
Your ballroom days are over,
baby
Night is drawing near
Shadows of the evening crawl
across the years
You walk across the floor with
a flower in your hand
Trying to tell me no one understands
Trade in your hours for a
handful
of
dimes.
Morrison was very serious
about his poetry. His poems
were
initially
published
privately, and later were
collected and published in a
Simon & Schuster book entitled "The Lords and The
New Creatures," shortly
before his death.
His film efforts include
"HWY" and "Feast of
Friends," along with Doors'
promotional films such as
"The Unknown Soldier." His
film output, like his lyrics,
was extremely bizarre and
something of a mystery, even
to his closest associates. His
flow of thought was often
difficult to follow. Escape was
a constant theme:
You know the day destroys
the night
Night divides the day
Tried to run, tried to hide
Break on through to the
other side
Break on through to the
other side.
Even Morrison's eventual
"escape"—his
death—is
shrouded in mystery and
myth. Officially, he died in
Paris of a heart attack in 1971;
but we cannot be sure of this,
since only his now-deceased
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SPIRIT
HAIR
CARE

Co.
434-3925

^REDKEN
FULL SERVICE:
Men, Women & Children
Hair Analysis
Reconditioning
Design Perming
Fashion Haircoloring
Haircutting .
Skin Care
Make-up
Nail Care
Hair Removal

Student Discounts
Hours:
Monday-Saturday & Evenings
103 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
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girlfriend, Pamela Courson,
and an unknown French
doctor are alleged to have
seen his body before the coffin
was sealed.
There even is a school of
thought which suggests that
he still may be alive. Whether
he is physically alive or not,

his presence is still felt by
Doors' fans around the world.
As
'60s
rock
personality, "Murray the K" once
said, "Jim Morrison—he lived
a flaming poet's life, a
shooting star, a light that
burns without end."
Morrison's death, however.

is one of the few things not
explained in this top-rate
biography by Hopkins and
Sugarman. For students of
philosophy, of sociology, and
especially of rock and roll and
the Doors in particular, No
One Here Gets Out Alive is one
book you owe it to yourself to
read.

1980 First International Services Corporation

FOR
STUDENTS
ONLY

This coupon .
will go right to
your head*
Come by for a special student
discount card. It's good for
a whole year, and entitles you to
15,% off on any Command
Performance service.
Let us adapt the hairstyle you
want to the hair you have.
A Command Performance haircut
helps your hair hold its shape,
even after shampooing.
And you continue to get all the
looks you're looking for.
Shampoo, precision cut and
blow dry for men and women. $14.
No appointment necessary, ever.

Command Performance®
For the looks that get the looks

Discount Available Mon-Thurs
on Valley Mall Highway 33 East
Mon-Sat 9am - 9pm 433-1120

MIDWAY MARKET

157 Warsaw Ave 434-7948 (from stoplight
at JMU's South Main St. entrance, straight
down Warsaw Ave, One Block on right)

Thursday-Sunday
OLD MILL 12 pk
BUSCH 12 oz cans
BUDWEISER12 pk.
MICBEY MALT LIQUOR
LITE 6 pk.
ORTLEIBS
RED WHITE & BLUE
MOOSEHEAD
PEARL (Reg & Light)

$3.69
$2.09
$439
$2.02
$2.29
$139
$1.49

$3.13

$1.99

7-15 gallons* • KEGS * •7-15 gallons
DR. PEPPER, MT DEW, SUNK 1ST, DIET DR
PEPPER 16 OK No Return Bottles 1.89 6 pk
LITER MUGS
$2.29
POT ATO C HIPS 16 oz. Bag
$ 1.39
Also, groc items, snacks, etc.
OPEN Nightly till 12 Midnight
Mmmmi
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McDonough still optimistic
as Duchesses drop opener
James Madison University
opened defense of its state
field hockey championship
Wednesday by dropping a 3-1
decision to the University of
Richmond.
Duchesses
coach
Dee
McDonough was not pleased
with her team's initial effort
of 1980 but she did sound a note
of optimism. "We're a young
team and it will take us some
time to get ready," McDonough said, "But it's a long
season and we have 23 games
left."
Richmond
opened
the
scoring with under five
minutes remaining in the first
half as forward Teece Norris
converted a penalty corner
shot into a goal. There was no

further scoring in the first half
but the Duchesses failed to
capitalize on their scoring
opportunities. JMU missed on
all six of its penalty corner
shots.
Early in the second half,
Norris ripped a wrist shot to
the right of goalkeeper Tara
Kelly to give Richmond what
proved to be the decisive goal,
and a 2-0 margin.
At the 17:30 mark on the
half, Mary Clair Romans
added an insurance goal for
Richmond. JMU immediately
countered as halfback Cheryl
Kenyon
notched
the
Duchesses' only score of the
afternoon.
McDonough
commented,
"We didn't pressure the ball

well enough. You never know
what is going to happen—how
you will look until after the
first game. Now we know
what we have to work on."
Forward Heidi Hess concurred: "We have some work
to do. We got caught in the
middle too much, made some
bad passes, and gave them the
ball too much."
Squad Captain Kelly, cited
the lack of defensive communications as a JMU
weakness. "We didn't talk
enough on defense, so I got
screened out on a couple of
goals, Kelly said. "But I take
the blame for it."
For the game, Richmond
outs hot the Duchesses, 14-10.

Austin Peay:

Brown vows 'different team
By DAVID TEEL
Coach Watson Brown of
Austin Peay State University
vows there will be a different
football team on the field
Saturday night when his
squad faces James Madison
University.
Last week the Austin Peay
Governors lost their season
opener to the University of
Tennessee-Martin,
24-20.
"That was the worst performance we've had since I've
been here," the second year
mentor commented. "Win or
lose Saturday, we'll be a
completely different football
team."
Brown analyzed the defeat
to UT-Martin in terms of
enthusiasm and defense. "Our
defense was the biggest
problem area. We gave up 340
yards in total offense and
were never able to take the
ball away from them," he
said.
"The team was very flat
and it seemed like they had no
enthusiasm," Brown added,
"We had a long team meeting
Monday night that corrected
the situation."
Defensively, Austin Peay
runs a seven-man front
varying from the 4-3 a~J *-'
alignments. "We'd like to be
more multiple on defense this
week,"
Brown
stated.
"Against UT-Martin we didn't
give them enough variation."
Richard Wozniak, a 6'5" 240pound defensive tackle was
second team Associated Press
All-American in 1979, and he is
the defense leader. Coach
Challace McMillin said the
Dukes have no special plans to
neutralize Wozniak.
"We feel John Kent can do
the job against him, so we'll
do nothing different," McMillin commented.
-i * * J ».A

Brown said he planned no
defensive adjustments with
JMU
quarterback
Tom
Bowles out of action. "The
young man who filled in (Mike
Dudzik) did a very adequate
job and looks very capable of
running the offense," Brown
said. "To tell you the truth I
couldn't tell the difference
between Bowles and him."
The Governors are a
multiple offense team, and
Brown believes a perfect
mesh on offense is about 60
percent run and 40 percent
pass.
Throwing the football for
Austin Peay is senior quarterback Sonny Defilippis. His
favorite target is
AllAmerican candidate Steve
Puthoff who missed much of
last season with a shoulder
injury. According to Brown,
he is now completely healed
and stronger than before.
Puthoff hauled in four
passes for 107 yards against
UT-Martin.
After
being
burned by the long pass for
two consecutive weeks, the
Dukes secondary will have to
contain Puthoff.
Defensive backfield coach
Jimmy Prince suggested JMU
will alter some coverage
tendancies
against
the
Governors. "I think we'll try
to contain the receiver more
at the line of scrimmage and
make it more difficult for him
to run his route," Prince said.
Offensively, the Dukes may
make some subtle changes
with Dudzik at the controls.
McMillin did not elaborate but
indicated changes would not
be drastic."You can't change
now what you've been
working on since last spring,"
he said.
The defensive front for the
Dukes is their strongest area,

according to Brown. He
specifically mentioned the
play of Dan Cullen and John
Kubesh.
Also given high praise was
place-kicker Scott Norwood.
Brown quipped, "After the
game we'd like to keep him
down here."
Austin Peay is a member of
the Ohio Valley Conference
and is coming off a 7-4 season.
ThegameSaturday will be the
second of four consecutive
road games for the Dukes who
next travel to Blacksburg for
a confrontation with Virginia
Tech.

Photo by Mike Blevins

SENIOR FORWARD Nancy Adolph performs In the Duchesses
defeat against the University of Richmond. The field hockey team
travels to the Eastern Kentucky Invitational this weekend to face
Eastern Kentucky, Ball State, and Purdue. JMU will next be
home when they face Lynchburg on Sept. 25.

Hacking around:

Wild and wonderful W.Va.
By RICH AMACHER
Back on the road with
the travelin' Dukes
Media Corp.
We're headed towards
Beckley, W.Va. .via
some insane back road
route that Rodge instructed McCalmdown
to take after Murrey
had fallen asleep.
Along the way we
passed several points of
interest, including the
"Honey Between the
Rocks" motel and West
Virginia's first and only
7-Eleven Rounding a
275 degree bend, we
witnessed what would
later be described as the
highlight of the entire
trip.
It seems that because
of the sharp degree of
highway (hah, hah,
that's what Rodge calls

them) curves, a car
tends to put all its
weight on one side,
causing the hubcaps to
pop off. Well, there was
this old geezer who had
set himself up in the
business of selling lost
and found hubcaps.
WHEN WE HIT the
five o'clock rush hour
traffic of the homely
city of Beckley, Murrey
awakened and flipped
out. "Jimminy
Christmas, Rodge, what
in the heck are we doing
in all this traffic? I
thought there was an
interstate
straight
through."
"Well there is, but by
going this way we save
a half hour," Rodge
replied. "Besides, we
get to travel on the
modern scenic West

Virginia turnpike."
Stuck in the midst of a
quarter-mile back-up, I
suggested we turn on
the audio-vox radio (AM
only, but hey, it was the
first university van I
had ever seen with a
radio).
By coincidence we
happened to be tuned
into WBWV, Beckley's
finest, and were just in
time to catch the
evening rush
hour
report
with
Willie
"control, the traffic"
Billy.
This guy sits atop
Beckley's tallest hotel
to give his report, and
by the sound of it we
were pretty lucky, since
we had already passed
the Burger '
(Continued on Page 15)

Basketball declining*

\

Intramurals on upswing
By JEFF NUCKLES
Comprised of some 90 teams
in 15 leagues, James Madison
University's
Men's
Intramural Basketball season
has been underway for almost
two weeks, and several
squads have established
themselves as true forces to
be reckoned with for the title.
Generally considered to be
the best of the leagues, A
League boasts three top
contenders, including the
defending champion OZ's.
The OZ's record stands at 1-1,
but as guard Mike Johnston

hards" who did not make the
intercollegiate team, it stands
to reason A League would be
the toughest, but according to
Assistant Intramural Director
Gary McBride, "Talent has
been on a steady decline over
the past four years, especially
in A League."
McBride is quick to mention
that one reason is because exvarsity players are no longer
allowed to participate.
In
the
Championship
League, Sigma Pi, Pi Kappa
Phi, AXP and Sigma Nu have
all posted 2-0 marks to date.

ticipate in the intramural
program, giving JMU the
largest program in the state
when percentage of participants is compared to
student enrollment
While the overall intramural program is growing,
intramural basketball has
been on a steady decline in
recent years, plunging from
130 teams in 1979 to 90 in 1980.
McBride suggests some
reasons for the downfall: "We
had to switch from January
and February back to September and October because

Talent has been on a steady decline over the past four years'

THE MEN'S intramural basketball tournament will have a field
of M teams competing in a single elimination format with the
finals set for Oct. 18. The OZ's are the tournament's defending
champions.
i

Kenny's Castaways stand at 20 in C League and are a
potential threat due to its
experienced players, as well
as the Tallywackers of E
League who hold a 3-0 slate.
Beginning Sept. 29 and
nmning through Oct. 10 the
tournament will have a field of
64 teams battling for the
championship. It will be single
elimination with the pairings
pitting top teams against
lower-placing teams.

MADE UP mostly of "die

MORE THAN 50 percent of
the JMU student body par

Lady golfers finish sixth
at Longwood tourney;
Baker paces Duchesses

1

.

By DAVE FACINOU
Brenda Baker fired a threeround total 237 to toad the
James Madison University
women's gob* team to a sixth
place finish in the Longwood
Invitational Golf Tournament
last weekend.
Competing in the seventeam tourney the Duchesses
compiled a 54-hole team score
of 1,007, bettering last place
finishers North Carolina at
Greensboro by seven strokes.
The Duchesses opened play
Friday with a 343, led by
Baker with an 81.
Saturday the ladies took 12
shots off their first round
score for a 331. Baker again
was low player with a 78.
According to Coach Martha
O'Donnell, The team played
much better the second round,
"We were more relaxed and
the scores showed it"
On Sunday the Duchesses
again bettered then* first
round score, finishing with a
333.

'■y

said, "We've still got a chance
to win it all. The problem with
us right now is we haven't
played much together."
The OZ's lost three of five
starters from last year's
team.
The Seagulls and Bombers
are tied in A League competition with 2-0 marks and
are considered the top two
squads. The two teams meet
on Sunday in a contest that
may determine the A league
champion.

.

CHINA
INN
LUNCH COCKTAILS DINNER

68 Carlton St.
. H'burg

LUNCH SPECIAL

O'Donnell stressed: "We
could eliminate a lot of strokes
in that part of our game. The
girls need a lot more practice
to sharpen up that aspect of
their game."
Baker was quick to agree at
least that her short game
leaves a lot to be desired. "My
game off the tee is hi good
shape but my chipping around
the green was in trouble in the
tournament," Baker said.

THE DUCHESSES' second
lowest individual total came
from freshman Valerie Baker.
Playing in her first tournament for JMU, Baker shot a
251. "I was a nervous wreck
Friday on the first tee," Baker
said. "The last day the jitters
were still there, but I felt a
little more relaxed."
Baker was pleased with her
results, calling them "consistent, but nothing spectacular." Speaking from a
team standpoint Baker said,
"Even though we beat only
one team, we felt like we won
some kind of championship."
OVERALL, O'DONNELL
Finishing third for JMU was
was pleased with the perJoann Snyder, who fired a 256
formance, stating, "We had
three-day total. about two weeks
less
On Monday the Duchesses
preparation for this tourtravel to Appalachian State
nament than the other six
University to compete in the
schools." Marshall Univer36-hole
Appalachian
Insity, tiie tournament winner,
vitational. The field will be a
"had a super hot round. With a
strong one, O'Donnell said,
couple more weeks of practice
and will include such schools
we should be scoring much
as Ohio State, Auburn, Florida
better," she added.
State, Duke, Wake Forest, and
"Our team score was 30
Georgia.
strokes lower than last years'
"The girls are not afraid of
tournament so with more
these schools and coming off
practice this team will get
what I think is a good start
better."
they should hold their own,"
The team still needs some
practice around the greens, • she eaid.< •..«,....».....<

of
the
intercollegiate
schedule, and now we have to
be finished by October 10
when practice starts. Having
to start so early leaves many
transfers and freshman out
because of a lack of communication."
McBride
added,
"Our
biggest problem is communication. When you figure
intramurals has the largest
participation on campus
compared to any other
organization and gets the least
coverage, it must be communication."

15 various combination
platters are served to your
choice. It comes with egg drop
soup, fried rice and egg roll.

$2.95

Open
7 Days

11:30 - 2:30

MIXED DRINKS BEVERAGES AVAILABLE
For reservations & Carry out
Dial 433-9595
Downtown Harrisonburg

YOUR CHOICE
• PAINTER
PANTS
ARMY STYLE
FATIGUE
PANTS

Levis

in various colors
$9.97
Reg. $16.98

Wrangler

Many Colors

L-

Painter Skirts

Fashion Work
Pants

Sale Priced

Winter Vests

$9.97

arriving

Red
Green
Royal Blue

Reg. 12.98

weekly-

$8.97

52 East Market St. Harrisonbura Open Fridays til 9 P.M.

CASH & CARRY FOODS INC
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290 Chesapeake Dr 433-1305
433-1305
All Premium Beers $1.99 with ID
Bud, Busch, Miller, Strohs, Schlitz
Hot or Cold thru Sept
Ortleibs Beer
$1.19
Nescafe 10 oz Coffee
$4.49
Donald Duck Orange Juice 64 oz
$.99
Kelloggs Raisin Bran 20 oz $1.19
Variety Pack 10 pk $.99
Frosted Flakes 15 oz $.99
Purex Laundry Detergent 49 oz
____
$1.29

(Continued from Page 13)
Chef and were opposite the
Pizza Inn.
ONCE OUT OF Beckley, we
faced the conquest of the wild
and wonderous West Virginia
turnpike. I used to think the
Pennsylvania turnpike was
the world's most dangerous,
but I was wrong. West
Virginia's gets the nod by 65
dilapidated miles. It's not
even a highway, let alone a
turnpike.
Actually, it kind of reminds
me of the road you take to get
to Reddish Knob (you know,
the part right before you get to
the top where the road isn't as
wide as a car and is covered
with potholes).
In Charleston, we were
cordially received by Danny
Gauntlet's (one of Murrey's
gofers) parents and treated to
a delightful home-cooked
mountaineer dinner. Hey, I'm

ROOMMATE SPECIAL

not knocking the food. By this
time you'd have eaten barbecued lima beans and dry
roasted ants, too, if it was
between that and the HoJo's
on the turnpike.
During our short stay with
the Gauntlet's, I had my first
experience with real mountain folk. In a very informative conversation with
Danny's father, we learned of
many fascinating landmarks
in the Black Gold state, including the location of a statue
honoring John Henry. We also
found out that good oT Rodge
had steered us 67 miles out of
our way.
Feeling that I knew the ins
and outs of life on the road, I
sacked out for the remainder
of the trip to Morehead.
ARRIVING
AT
An
"Anyday Inn,"—our
headquarters
for
the
evening—I checked out the

September 16-30

3 MONTH PROGRAM
One person- Regular Price

$60.00

Second person -1/2 price $30.00
Team Up & Slim Down at

Show college ID for special Discount

MAGIC TRIM FIGURE SALON
787 East Market St. 434—4471
Harrisonburg Va. Hours:
Mon.—Fit 9:00am to 9:00pm.
Sat.9:00am to l:O0pm.

GRAND

&©

OPENING

THE BERRY PATCH LTD
Sept 18, 19, 20 from 10 am - 9 pm
at the Cloverleaf Shopping Center
Drawing for a beautiful press back

ROCKING CHAIR
Come pick at the BERRY PATCH, you will find your favorite posters,
large confederate flags and cedar jewlery boxes, Real nice wicker
baskets and unusual gifts.

10% discount for students with IDs.
FREE REFRESHMENTS
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P

area's television programming- One particular sport
scast caught my attention. It
gave local scholastic sports
scores, including the football
upset of the week, Dullsville
over Borington, 16-15.
But watching TV wasn't
exactly my idea of an exciting
Friday night, so I deddedit
was time to find some action
in Morehead. Convincing the
ptnera to go with me was
impoasihle,lwt I did persuade
Mccaimdown to change out of
his pajamas and into the only
pair of designer jeans he'd
brought
i-S**??* around Morehead
looked to be difficult since we
were
located five miles
outside the city and were
without a car. I suggested
crossing the highway, so we
could ask the guy at the "You
Pump It and Save'' gas station
where we might be able to find
some action
NONCHALANTLY. I ~ '
stepped up to this unshaven,
scraggly haired 6'6" gorilla

m one rf
S^,!?*"*
»«*
hillbillies in "Deliverance."

Being real cool about the
situation I figured I'd drop to
his level, faking my best
country drawl, I questioned
him, "How ya doin' tis
evenin'? I was wonderin' if
you knew where I might find
some action in Mooreheed'"
No response; be didn't even
look up from his "Incredible
Hulk" comic book.
What the heck, I thoughtmaybe be didn't hear me-so I
tried again, "Hey mister, any
place in this town where my
fnendandl could get a beer*"'
AFTER WHAT seemed like
eternity. I noticed a bit of
movement in bis left cheek. At
first I couldn't tell if he was
just shifting his chewing
tobacco or was attempting to
speak. Almost inaudibly be
muttered, "dry county."
Ugh, I thought. Here i am
stuck in the middle of nowhere
and they don't even sell beer.
Back in my room, I resided
to all-night movies and fell
asleep watching "The Man
with the X-Ray Eyes."
t
Eating breakfast the next
morning, I experienced a
sudden loss of appetite when I
was subjected to the ranting
and raving of a patron
wearing a New York Yankees
cap, jubuliantly shouting the
Yanks had won again while
the Baltimore Orioles had
lost.
AH, THE surrondings of
football at last. . .
Well, I wasn't going to spend
much time here since it was
pretty dull. Their stadium was
falling apart, but did have a
fresh coat of paint. I do want
to mention their band who
played a pre-game 20-minute
version of "We are Family," a
momentum-setting jazzed up
punk rock hit "Rock Lobster"
whenever
the
Eagles
threatened or JMU srewed up,
and the rub-it-in-your-face
melody "Another One Bites
the Dust" once the crowd
sensed the game was in hand.
Like all good times, this one
had to come to an end and I
was not about to stay awake
for the eight-hour ride home. I
took seven valiums and was
not heard from again until
Tuesday afternoon. I did hear
mat Rodge took an even more
btzzare road homer glad I
missed it. .
,
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: 2 men's 3-speed
bicycles, 26 inch, $70 each.
Call 433-8989 between 8 and 5
Monday-Friday.

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
SOWUCAMB
ALL The my
VOU1NH6R3 FOR
THIS ANPEFSON
TH/NO?
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suMepyouum mCMBFUL.
I
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FOR
SALE:
Harman
Kardon 330c am-fm stereo
receiver. 21 watts per channel
minimum.
Excellent condition. Bought for $240, selling
at $140. Call Neal at 7244 for
details.
.
FOR SALE: "Follis" 10speed bicycle. 22 inch frame.
White with red trim. Used
very little. $175. Call Lester
Burtner at 434-9780.
FOR SALE: 1975 Harley
Davidson motorcycle. SS250
in excellent condition, only
2500 miles. $600 takes it! Call
289-9286.

ACTUALLY,
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Help Wanted
HELP WANTED: Address
and stuff envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible. Any
age or location. See ad under
Business
Opportunities.
Triple "S".
WANTED Experienced
babysitter in my home for boy
10 and girl 7 after school.
Monday-Friday, 3-5.
Own
transportation.
Pay
negotiable. 433-8618 days or
434-1009 after 5.

by Tom Arvis

Roommates
WU (rOJZ) HM-

WANTED:
Experienced
electric guitar player to give
lessons. I have a Gibson SG.
Just started playing. Contact
Jim Lagergren, spotswood 27.

CUT,

fl/OMT you?

/)CTUrULy,5kiPpy
I GOT THrJAl /)U

Cur.

IHTD REOUSI0N.

NEEDED: Nude models for
art classes. $4.50 per hour, 3
hours per session.
Many
sessions at various times of
day are available. Phone Art
Department, 433-6335, MWF
between 9 and 10 AM and
between U and 12 noon.
NOT AS FAST AS A
SPEEDING BULLET? Tall
buildings a bit beyond your
leaping range? That's O.K. If
you like to run, jump, or
throw, we want you. Women's
track
and
field
team
organizational
meeting.
Monday September 22,1980, 5
PM, Godwin 205. All full-time
women students welcome.

Our Hero
A CONFUSED MAX HA6
JUST SEEN SOME OF

NASTY'S •DROGUE IN
THE PARK. LATER,
AT FOMCI M0L».

by Matt Wagner
A
{
F/£ND...

... IS AT,
LAR6EJ

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES: Address and
stuff envelopes at home. $800
per month possible. Offer,
send $1.00 (refundable) to:
Triple"S", 869-C
Juniper
Road, Pinon Hills, CA 92372.
WANTED: Someone to
build loft in village complex.
Builder will be paid. Call 4114.

Services
HORSES
BOARDED :2
miles from campus, box stall,
tack room, and pasture
provided. Phone 434-9489 or
434-7004.
.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING SERVICES:Typing
and editing of theses, term
papers, and other reports.
Paper provided. Free pick up
and delivery CaU 896-5921.
IMPROVE YOUR
GRADES! Research catalog-306 pages -10, 278 descriptive
listings -Rush $1.00 (refundable). Box 25097C, Los
Angeles, 90025. (213)477-8226.

The Do-Drop km

by Mark Legan

TYPING:
Professional
work, new IBM equipment,
thesis resumes, manuscripts,
term papers, etc.
433-6685
days 828-3692 evenings.
mm * «. WMHM '■ "- '•'■'-*- • '• MMMMMM V

Found
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Madisonman

by Scott Worner

FOUND: A gold bracelet
was found outside of Weaver
Hall last week. Call 6425 to
identify it.

MADISONMAN,
WHAT ARE

MADISONMAN,
YOU'RE
A MORON!

YPU DOING?

Lost

IT

WELL, I READ' I
IN THE BRQTZE
THAT THE SGA
SENATORS WERE
CALLING FOR
"A SHIPMENT OF
PEACHES FOR
CUNNINGHAM?
SO I THOUGHT
I'D HELP THEM
OUT.

LOST: One high school ring
with blue stone, name
engraved on inside.
Sentimental value. Reward offered. If found call Terry at
433-9188 or send to JMU box
397.

SAID;

SENATORS
CALL FOR ,
IMPEACHMENT.
NOT SHIPMENT
OF PEACHFS!

Wanted
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MALE COLLEGE
STUDENT in dire need of
lodging this fall, would like to
rent a private room or go in
together on a whole apartment or house. Call Bob at
433-0374 or 433-2039.

Star Truckers
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WANTED: Female to share
house with two other female
students.
Includes
3
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bath, and backyard.
Available immediately. Call
433-8003.

1/HMACKFfl.'

PAYING
IMMEDIATE
CASH for gold, silver, and/
diamonds; any form or
condition. Also buying corns
(64 and before), jewelry,
pocket watches, flatware.
Need Money?
Turn that
unwanted high school ring into
instant cash. For more info
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or
433-7278.
We'll beat any
legitimate offer.

PersonJs
FANS: The Dew Drop Inn is
going to DO IT AGAIN!
September 20, Saturday.
Later LB.

TSNMC! Hou)'P

SHOULD the student body
president participate in a
protest rally that violates
university policy and does not
represent the best interests of
the students of James
Madison University? Mike
"F" Gripke says NO! But
don't blame me...I voted for
F.
FOLKDANCE ENSEMBLE:
Let's
show
everyone what we can do this
weekend! We've worked hard
and we can do it! VEEP AND
TREAS.

TO ALL YOU FRESHMEN
WITH H.T.H S: There is much
to offer here at J.M.U. Your
past does not remain all
important and something that
once strongly influenced your
life will not keep determining
your feelings and behaviors
today. Wake up! Believe me,
the sooner the better.
MOTHER.
BERNIE: Whips are in this
year! I have a catalog from
Fredericks for you! W.W.K.

BACK ALLEY BIKES HAS MOVED !!
... And is waiting to serve you at our new downtown location-

40 South Liberty Street
around the corner from "SpankyV
and across from 'The Other Place"

OH SHKNANDOAH, We
long to see you, away, you
rolling river! Do rainy days
and Mondays always get you
down? THE SWEET AND
INNOCENT W.P.

DONT BLAME ME for the
long lines or the irresponsible
actions of our SGA President!
I voted for F!! FLOUNDER
GRTPKEY
FOR
SGA
PRESIDENT.

SNOUT: None of the swine
out there could ever love you
the way this one does. Can't
wait 'til I'm "Mrs. Snout".
Love,
THE-HOG-ACROSSTHE-STREET.

WIZARD - The both of us
have been too busy even to see
how each of us is doing this
semester. I've missed your
personals. Hey, the monkey is
hungry again! GUESS WHO.

ROOM 30 AND FRIENDS
OFASHBY: You are loosers
and we are winners. Know
your party will be the best, but
we will have to show you how
to drink. Love, ROOM 224
WAYLAND. ,

FROG LEGS: We made it
through the past two years.
Nobody can separate us now.
I love you! YOUR TEDDY
BEAR.

WINE PRICE RAINBOW
AND TEA THIEF:
Congratulations, yon win
the creep of the year
award. Feeling guilty?
Then return my things.

All classified ads shoi'1 be brought to
The Breeze office In f..e basement of
Wine-Prlct, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than noon
Tuesday hx Fridays issue, and no later
then noon Friday for Tuesday's issue.
Rates are 17s for 0-25 words. (I .SO for W50 words. S2.50 for 5175 words, and *.0S
for each additional word above 7s.

"THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL"
Panniers, Backpacks, Bikepacks

10% off with this ad

OUTDOOR CLOTHING

THE OUTFITTERS
703-4334S47
RolNng H.lls
Shopping Center
786 E Market St.
Hanisonburg. Va
22*01

Mon-Wed
10-6
Thurs & Fri
10-7
Sat 10-5

SEE US FOR... Ski rentals-Grass ,
X-Country Downhill
Backpacking Equipment & Rentals
Climbing Equipment Boast Shirts

BACK ALLEY BKES
Bicycles and Mopeds!
Sales and Service
434-9484 Open 10-6 Tues - Sat

Outdoor Clothing
• SALE ITEMS*
All Vasque Boots 15% off
Rossignol Roquets up to 40% off
Near Harvey's Warehouse
Closed Wed. 17th-reopens Mo.n. 20th
■eaeaeae—
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The YAF decision
• :•:•

>k learning

When Chip Carter spoke at the Warren University Union on
September 9, six or seven James Madison University students
picketed his talk with signs that criticized his father. The
students, all members of the Young Americans for Freedom,
broke university policy by failing to register their demonstration
with the Office of Student Affairs, and their group has been issued
a warning by Chris Sachs, student activities director.
If YAF breaks policy again during this semester, its status as a
recognized campus organization will be subject to review. The
warning is no more than a wrist-slapping.
But since the demonstration was peaceful and controlled,
Sachs' wrist-slapping is an acceptable reprimand, right? Not
necessarily so. At this point, the question is not whether the
decision was fair, but whether the decision was properly made.
According to the Student Handbook, it was not.
The YAF picketing meets the Student Handbook's definition of
a demonstration: "a public manifestation of welcome, approval,
protest, or condemnation through mass meeting, procession,
picketing, or occupation of a building".
YAF broke the demonstration policy by not registering the
demonstration 48 hours in advance. The registration is "not a
means of restricting freedom of speech, but a means of providing
for an appropriate utilization of space.'' Registering an event also
permits the administration to make preparations in case of a
confrontation during the demonstration. Students who break the
demonstration policy "may be subject to suspension".
Probably no one would suggest that the YAF demonstrators
should be suspended, since their protest was peaceful. But who
should make that decision?
According to the Student Handbook, again, any allegations that
a student has violated university policy should be made to the
University Judicial Coordinator, or the Student Judicial Coordinator. A major violation of policy, which is what breaking the
demonstration policy is, according to the Handbook,is then
considered by the University Judicial Coordinator or the
University Judicial Council. So far, there have been no charges
filed against YAF.
Chris Sachs should have filed a complaint about the demonstration instead of passing judgement himself. It is true that
Sachs, as student activities director, has authority over student
organizations, but bis is an executive, not a judicial, role. If indeed he is the logical choice to judge YAF, then the authority
should be delegated by the University Judicial Coordinator.
A new question would then arise: should a group of more than
100 members be judged on the actions of seven individual
members?
Violations of the demonstration policy potentially are
dangerous, and hopefully the informal treatment of YAF will not
set a precedent for any future violations. Admittedly, the YAF
demonstration was mild, even though its violation is classified as
a major. But that is no reason to ignore the university judicial
policy as well. The book should be followed, even if it's not going
to be thrown.

Access road is still closed
By ASH JOHNSON
The J-lot access road,
completed nearly one year
ago, stands unused due to
bureaucratic
negotiating.
Apparently, neither James
Madison
University
nor
Chesapeake Western Railroad
wants to accept responsibility
for traffic crossing their
facilities.
The access road connects
Cantrell Avenue north of
campus with J-lot, which
opened last fall to serve
commuter students and ease
the parking space situation on
campus. Nearly 500 additional
spaces were added by the lot.
Road construction was begun
after the completion of J-lot,
presumably to ease the flow of
traffic throuah campus.
No sooner was the road
completed, however, when
sawhorse and wire barricades
were placed across the road.
Throughout the entire 1979-80
school year,
the road
remained in this condition.
Commuters were forced to
drive through campus on

Duke's Drive, across a badly
potholed entrance, and across
the Chesapeake Western
Railroad railroad tracks to
enter J-lot
In a recent article in
The Breeze, Fred Hilton,
assistant to the vice president
for the. university relations
said that negotiations were
"dormant" In the same
article, however, George
Marcum, superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds, was
quoted as saying that JMU
and the ailroad were "still
negotiating." Later questions
to Mr. Hilton revealed mat he
"doesn't really know" who is
handling the situation for the
railroad company, nor how
soon the issue will be settled.
Crossing signs already have
been placed by the tracks, and
the present road into J-lot has
been replaced. It seems all
that remains is for JMU or
Chesapeake
Western
to
assume responsibility and
open the access road to
commuters and others who
have been waiting.

The Capitol hillbillies
By DAVID LETSON
"Come and listen to my story 'bout a man
named Jed, poor mountaineer barely kept his
family fed."
Generally I am not one for forced analogies
so I hope you will forgive me if the almost total
absurdity of the following does not match the
total absurdity of the I960 Presidential campaign
"And then one day he was shootln' at some
food, and up through the ground come a
bubblln' crude."
The more I look at it the more the 1980
campaign reminds me of the old Beverly
Hillbillies TV show. Without stretching the
comparison too far, and without relying too
much on my own personal biases, I will try to
explain.
'Oil that is black gold, Texas tea."
John Anderson's campaign is much like the
Clampett family's ascent to Beverly Hills. The
Clampetts were a down-to-earth family with
nothing to hide—they were too naive to be
anything else.
Anderson's campaign appears to be similar.
It is based on the issues, not on the pretentiousness of false promises. He has not of f ered
a tax cut. Regardless of how one feels about
Anderson's liberal ideals, his campaign format
certainly is a refreshing change from the
snobishness of Beverly Hills.
Enter the Drysdales. A Beverly Hills couple,
already wealthy from their bank, each seeks to
use the Clampetts for his or her personal gain
Mrs. Drysdale (Jimmy Carter) dislikes the
Clampetts. The fact that they live next door

bothers her because she feels it will hurt her
standing in the ladies' society club. Carter
dislikes John Anderson. Their ideals may not
be "next door" to each other, but some are
close enough so that Carter is afraid Anderson
would hurt his chances in the election. Carter,
like Mrs. Drysdale did with the Clampetts, is
doing anything he can to get rid of Anderson
He will not participate in debates with him,
and appparently no price is too large because
he has spent $225,000 filing suits in many states
to keep Anderson off their ballots. Even if
Anderson wins all the suite, his already small
campaign funds will be reduced. Unlike the
Clampetts, he does not have $63 million
Mr. Drysdale and Ronald Reagan are
similar as well. Drysdale was willing to do
anything, begging included, to keep the
Clampetts happy with all of their millions in
his bank. Reagan, too, wants to keep Anderson
happy. Forget the fact that Anderson deserted
his Republican party. Reagan wants a threeway race and debate because he knows Anderson will take votes from Carter, and will
pose a second challenge to the incumbent at
any three-way debate.
To continue this analogy, George Bush could
be Ms. Hathaway, always running the boss'
errands; and Rosalyn Carter could be seen as
Mrs. Drysdale's precious poodle, always
barking annoyingly. But the main analogy has
to be John Anderson again as the Clampetts—
clearly outnumbered and unable to win, but
trying to make a difference in a place where
the rules were made before he came to town.
This has been a Filmways presentation
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Readers' Foru
Calls for impeachment are unbelievable, unfair
To the editor:
I read with a mixture of
amusement and disbelief the
attacks
upon
Student
Government
Association
President Chuck Cunningham
in the September 16 issue of
The Breeze. The front page
story, (Senators call for
impeachment),
was
ludicrous. To call for the
impeachment
of
Chuck
Cunningham for practicing
his personal freedom of expression is paramount to
calling for President Carter's
impeachment for an attack
upon Ronald Reagan.
Kevin Mondloch called
Cunningham's actions

"irresponsible. He is supposed to be representing the
students in everything he
does."
Mr. Mondloch obviously has a distorted perception of an elected official's
responsibility to the masses. I
don't see how Cunningham's
protest against actions of the
Carter administration have
any effect upon the job he was
elected to do as SGA
president. If Cunningham had
gone against his own conscience and not participated
in the demonstration, not an
eyebrow would have been
raised. Yet he would have
compromised his personal
sense of right and wrong to
satisfy the values of those who

can't handle the idea of an
elected official taking a
controversial stand.
I applaud Cunningham for
his actions. He was certainly
aware that he would be
denounced by some, yet he
had the foresight to realize the
importance of this year's
presidential election and
opted to make his views
known.
Regardless of
whether one agrees with
Cunningham's political
convictions,
we
cannot
justifiably deny him the right
to express them.
A further onslaught upon
Mr. Cunningham's actions
was carried out in the same

issue's letters to the editor
section (Cunningham placed
blame on wrong shoulders).
A rhetorical question is
asked by the sue authors: "If
it was correct for Mr. Cunningham to engage in a
protest of President Carter in
the presence of Chip Carter at
JMU, would it have also been
correct for President Ronald
Carrier to engage in the same
type of conduct?" It goes on
to proclaim, "I believe the
answer to this question is just
as obvious to the students of
JMU as it is to us."

I don't think so! Obviously
the authors underestimate the
intelligence of the JMU
student body.
From my
standpoint, we do not put our
elected officials in office and
expect complacency in return.
I would like to leave those
who question Cunningham's
actions with this question: If
we insist upon denying our
elected officials their basic
freedoms as stated in the
Constitution, how long can we
expect them to preserve those
rights for us?
Greg Henderson

Cunningham defends his ideas, actions
To the editor:
There are many expectations concerning the
President of the Student
Government Association. He
cannot be all things to all
people. The SGA President
cannot always "represent all
of the students in everything
he does." He must have a
personal life, which in my
case, includes long-range
political goals.
I happen to distinguish
politics as being different from political activity.
I consider politics to be
manipulative such as stacking
committees and other underhanded dealings, which I
do intend to remove from the
SGA. On the other hand, I
consider political activity to
be positive involvement in the
political process, such as
supporting
or
opposing
legislation and-or candidates

for public office. I definitely
advocate the latter and only
hope that most students are
concerned about the outcome
of the upcoming presidential
election, since it will determine the future and direction
of our great nation. And by the
way, the ideals of our
democracy were founded
upon dissent and the right of
freedom of expression, for an
individual to stand up for
something in which he
believes.
To illustrate my strong
dedication towards the SGA, I
did have the chance this past
summer to become nationally
involved with the Reagan for
President campaign in a fulltime capacity for which I
would have had to terminate
my fall term semester. Instead I chose to remain a
student here at James
Madison University and fulfill

my elected responsibility as
the SGA President.
Any " criticism of the
previous administration was
only my attempt to evaluate
what I perceive as mistakes in
the past leadership style and
to make positive changes for
the future to give the SGA
some direction.
.
the year is just beginning.
Student Senators have just
been elected, new projects
and ideas are in the coming,
and the SGA has new
leadership and a different
administration. It only makes
sense that energy spent on
internal differences is nonproductive, and my goal is to
focus our strengths and attention on the needs of JMU
students as a whole. Together
and unified, we can make the
changes that need to be made.
Our very first priority is to
make the SGA work for YOU.
Chuck Cunningham

'Yes, there is an alternative to the draft'
BY STEVE COOKE
Yes, moral men of peace, there is an
alternative to the draft for us. Those of you
who have already registered, those still to
register, and even those of you who don't
plan to, you don't have to go if you honestly
can't kill another human being. It's called
conscientious objection, and it's one of the
few legal exemptions from the draft as it
now stands.
The Selective Service allows two types of
conscientious objection: noncombatant, for
one who only is opposed to combat duty but
is willing to serve in another capacity, and
the conscientious objector, for one who
sincerely believes he cannot be a part of
war or war-related activities.
By the way, those of you who think you
can get away with not registering, be
prepared to pay enormous fines and spend a
couple of years behind bars when the
Selective Service catches up with you.
Conceivably, if everyone was a conscientious objector to war, there would be no
need for war.
Reasonable, pragmatic
solutions could be found for the world's
conflicts. Unfortunately, the world is filled
with angry men with frustrations and
disappointments who seem to enjoy and
thrive on violence and destruction. Take, for

example, the firetruck chasers, auto wreck
bystanders, hocky fight fans and European
soccer rowdies.
As long as this Rollerball psychology
exists in our world, so will war. We must
begin to tone down that kind of thinking, so
that we do not peak too soon and lose it all
before the fourth period In other words,
let's all just cool down and not blow up each
other or shoot each other just because we
cannot work out our difficulties.
One way to begin this process is to
pronounce your objections to war. If they
honestly are a part of your philosophy or
religion, then go on record with the Selective
Service as a conscientious objector. There
are several organizations with lots of information on conscientious objection.
Listed below are two with very imformative
pamphlets and books.
NISBCO (National Interreligious Service
Board for Conscientious Objectors)
550
Washington
Bldg.
15th and New York Ave., N.W.
Washington.D.C. 20005
FOR (The Fellowship of Reconciliation)
Box 271
Nyack,
N.Y.
10960

Clubs

The great cover-up
j

By MARK JORDAN LEG AN
It seems that at the start of each year, James Madison
University is academic Disneyland. The classes are there to
attend, but at anytime you DON'T have a class, there is always
something going on.
At the start of each new year, every club on campus wants you
to join, every Greek house wants you for a brother or a sister, and
everybody you know wants you to parry. There are numerous
concerts, speakers, and films—they sure want to keep us entertained. And I figured out why they do it They do it so we won't
notice how bad the food is! See, if you're so busy at D-hall trying
to keep straight all the parties coming up, whose phone number is
whose, and what time the next film is showing, you barely notice
your hamburger resembles a brown ashtray or that your fish is
still moving.
Those big guys with the suits in Wilson Hall think they can trick
us. Well, they can't. I'm not fooled. Just because they're hitting
me with The Dregs, Apocalypse Now, and the great Vincent
Price, doesn't mean that I don't realize the salad is just freshlycut grass from in front of Eagle.
I will not stand for this. I will rise to speak. I will see that I am
heard. I will forget the whole thing for $50.
Just walking through the campus center, I see bulletin boards
with about 50,000 flyers tacked to them. Who is going to stop and
read all of this information? I'm having enough trouble trying to
read my history book, let alone a bulletin board. But for all those
people writing home, you can tell all your loved ones how popular
you are: "...and the Chess Club wants me and the UPB wants me,
and Greek Row wants me, and the Bowling Club wants me...."
But if you are thinking of joining an organization or club on
campus, look into the club's background and credibility. Just
because three guys in a van say they belong to the JMU Drug
Research Club, I still think you ought to check up on it There
ARE many clubs and organizations that are very informative and
worthwhile. I can't happen to think of any, but someone told me to
put that in.
I'm not sure when all the festivities are going to die down, but
when they do, you'll notice it. All of a sudden, all the professors
will stop smiling and being reasonable. They'll start to sneer and
do awful things, like make fun of your name or something.
All those frats and sororities that were begging for you to
"come on over and drink a few" can't remember your name, and
have the house bonebreaker rearrange your breathing system.
You'll notice the movies get worse, and UPB brings acts like
Perry Como here. When all this starts to happen, you'll know it's
time. James Madison University's real term will have begun.
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An automated sensation

Mopeds are in full
swing on campus

*~

moped and gets about 70 miles
per gallon, finds the moped
"great for short distances."
It is economical, requires
little effort of the driver and
has great parking and storage
advantages, Swigert said.
Repair services are very
easily located, however, the
machine is not too complex for
owners to fix, themselves, he
added.
The
disadvantages
of
owning a moped would be
similar to those of owning a
bicycle, Swigert said. It is not
practical for very long trips and one must avoid highways,
busy streets,
and bad
weather,
according
to
Swigert.

By SUZANNE CALE
An automated, two-wheel
sensation is in full swing on
James Madison University's
campus— the moped.
Commuting students, as
well as teachers, have found
the moped to be an easy,
economical way to get to and
from campus.
The moped is a onehorsepower, two-wheel cross
between a bicycle and a
motorcycle, that one can see
cruising the streets at about 20
mph.
At this' speed, James
Madison University policy still
considers the moped a
bicycle, and the Virginia State
Division of Motor Vehicle
authorities require no helmet,
insurance,
inspection or
special license.

"Unless It's Just.a short
commute, you might as well

'I think it's really a lovely thing/
There are several different
types of mopeds, ranging
from the Peugot moped,
priced at about $600, to Vespa
Super Grande Deluxe at just
under $1,000.
The deluxe contains a turn
signal, cast wheels and a
heavy dutch suspension,
according to Scott Gilkeson of
Mark's
Bike
Shop
in
Harrisonburg.
Such elaborate models can
reach higher speeds and have
even been ticketed for moving
at speeds in excess of 30 mph,
Gilkeson said.

get a motorcycle," he continued.
Joe Halsey, a sophomore at
JMU, says that mopeds have
been a lengthy tradition in his
family. He lives with his
brother in Squire Hill and
together own three mopeds,
using the vehicles for quick
trips
to
campus
and
Harrisonburg.
"It's great," Halsey said.
"You fill up the gas tank once
(with a gas and oil mixture),
and forget about it for a week
or so."
' 'However, there is a certain
amount of danger in riding a
moped," he added. Mopeds
are easily hidden around
corners,
and
occasional
careless drivers do not see the
little machine, according to
Halsey.
Sometimes, "you feel as if
the motor cars are half killing
you —they just don't want you

Ted Swigert a junior at
JMU, considers himself "a
pioneer of the moped."
Swigert purchased his first
moped about four or five
years ago.
"I just didn't think they'd
catch on," he said.
Swigert, who owns a Poch
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'THE MOPED is really Just a bicycle with a little engine." according to Morley-Mower,
an English
professor
here.
there." according to
Mor ley-Mower,
professor at JMU,
first moped rider on

Geoffrey
English
and the
campus.

Morley-Mower came to
JMU in 1968 after retiring
from the British Royal Air
Force; however, he only
started riding mopeds about
three years ago.

Morley-Mower lives only "a
few hundred yards from
campus," so he said he can
"ride it from my own front
door to my office, and dump
it."
The English-born gentleman
contributes
the
growing popularity of mopeds
due to what he calls the "facts
of life" or the "gas crunch."

"Loyal Americans" just do
not believe in wasting the
country's gas supply, he said.
Morley-Mower has had no
problems with his moped in
the three years he has owned
it.
The moped "is really just a
bicycle with a little engine,"
he said, "I think it's really a
lovely thing."
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JMU policy considers the moped a bicycle.

Morley-Mower uVe* dose to tfto campus so he
can ride "from my own front door to my office and
dump it."

Photos by Rick Slater

